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Aiming at the grid connection stability of renewable energy generation Voltage Source
Converters (VSCs), an active support integrated control strategy is proposed in this article.
First, the standard third-order model based on synchronous generator is established, and
the renewable energy generation VSCs are equivalent to an approximate synchronous
voltage source with the excitation system and speed regulation system. Second, an
improved virtual impedance control is added on the basis of the model, which can reduce
the impact of impulse current and improve the reactive power support capacity during
fault by switching the virtual impedance during fault. At the same time, a virtual dual
PSS control is added to the model, and the damping torque method is used to provide
positive damping torque for the system and improve the oscillation suppression ability of
the system. Finally, a simulation system is built to verify the correctness and effectiveness
of the proposed control strategy.

Keywords: active-support control, third-order model, VSCs, virtual dual PSS, dynamic damping, additional
impedance

1 INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development of renewable energy, a new type of power system with new
energy is gradually replacing the power system with traditional generators as the main body.
Among them, the high proportion of renewable energy and the high proportion of power electronic
equipment are typical features of the new power system. Since the new energy units rely mainly
on the power electronics converter VSC to connect to the network, this will replace the traditional
units which rely on the rotating large axis to provide inertia support. As a result, the overall rigid
inertia of the system decreases, which brings new problems to the safe and stable operation of
the power system (Kehe et al., 2019; Zhenning et al., 2019). As a result, the active support control
technology emerged as the times require, which is equivalent to the traditional synchronous
generator mathematically and physically, and can provide certain frequency and voltage support
to the power network (Zhipeng et al., 2014; Tianwen et al., 2015; Chong et al., 2015; Fu et al., 
2020).

In order to improve the VSC frequency modulation capability of the new energy
units, the concept and application of virtual synchronous generator (VSG) are studied by
Frack et al. (2015) and Driesen and Visscher (2008). A third-order VSG model is also presented
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FIGURE 1 | Overall control of the active-support new energy VSC unit.

by Loix et al. (2009). It improves the frequency modulation
characteristics of the virtual synchronous generator by adding
first-order filter links to the virtual damp branch and the
frequency feedback branch, respectively. A mechanism for
VSG voltage, frequency, active, and reactive power control
is introduced (Fu et al., 2015; Xiangwu and Desheng, 2018).
A microgrid virtual synchronous generator with PQ and VF
control functions is designed. Its synchronous inductance,
damping factor, inertia, and other parameters can be flexibly
designedwithoutmanufacturing restrictions tomeet the different
operation requirements of the microgrid (Yang et al., 2011). One
way to stabilize the frequency of synchronous generators is to
add virtual inertia to the distributed generator. This principle
has been studied by many authors. In the case of wind power,
only the energy stored in distributed resources is used, which
is the inertia of wind turbines (Ekanayake, 2003; Ekanayake and
Jenkins, 2004; Lalor et al., 2004; Li et al., 2021a). On the other
hand, the advantage of VSG control is that its swing equation
parameters can be used in real time, so that it can get faster and
more stable operation. Using this feature of VSG system, a VSG
system with adaptive virtual inertia is introduced. The scheme
eliminates the oscillation, thereby increasing the reliability of
the VSG unit to change or perturbate Alipoor et al., (2013)
analyzed the influence of different control on the frequency
of power network and distinguished the characteristics of
inertia support and primary frequency modulation support
(Xiaohui et al., 2018). A new VSG power frequency control
model is presented, which improves power allocation and
suppresses oscillations by discriminating between improved
frequency modulation and damping coefficients (Xiangwu and
Jiaoxin, 2019).

In view of the voltage stability in the case of new energy
unit failure, Shengwen et al. (2011) and Li et al. (2021b) uses

the double closed-loop control strategy to adjust the output
power of the wind turbine side converter by relying on the
detection of current and generator speed, so as to make the
fan operate stably during the failure. Ge et al. (2011) presents
an improved instantaneous power component method, in which
the positive and negative sequence components are decomposed,
so that the fan does not go offline under asymmetric faults
(Lu et al., 2018). A fault current limiter (VI-FCL) based on
virtual impedance is proposed, which can effectively suppress
the fault current and oscillation during recovery by improving
the inverter droop control to attach a virtual impedance control
loop.

On the analysis of damping characteristics of renewable
energy unit VSCs, (Yilin et al., 2021) a design method of virtual
power system stabilizer is presented, which can compensate
virtual excitation equivalent moment (Ruomei et al., 2019). The
idea of Power System Stabilizer (PSS) to compensate negative
dampingmoment and the designmethod of phase compensation
are analyzed by using the method of damping moment to
maximize the compensated damping moment. The principle of
phase compensation for fast excitation system with (PSS-AVR)
parallel model is discussed. The general idea of the damping
moment analysis is deduced through the elimination change
of matrix, and the influence of different parameters in virtual
synchronizer on the system damping moment coefficient is
analyzed in detail (Yuntao et al., 2020). The influence of PSS
added to different units on frequency oscillation inmultimachine
system is analyzed, and a method to evaluate the influence is
presented (Qinglan et al., 2020). By establishing the linearization
equation of the system, a new damping control method
is presented, which can effectively avoid the low frequency
oscillation mode, which is not conducive to the system stability
(Shintai et al., 2014).
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In view of the problems existing in the VSC of the new
energy unit previously mentioned, this article puts forward an
overall control method for the VSC of the new energy unit with
active support. The reactive power regulation link in the VSG
control is improved by using the transient voltage equation of the
synchronous generator and the simplified excitation regulation
system. The active support control strategy using the standard
third-order model of synchronous machine is presented in
Section 1. In Section 2, an improved virtual impedance control
strategy is proposed to ensure that the permanent magnet
generator set retains as much active power as possible during
voltage drop, to improve its reactive power support capacity
and to improve low voltage traversal capacity. In Section 3,
the mechanism of electromechanical oscillation of ASC-VSC
is analyzed by a damped torque method, and a method of
suppressing power oscillation by virtual double PSS is presented.
Section 4. A simulation system is built to verify the validity of
the proposed method. Section 5 states the conclusion. The VSCs
control structure of the active-support renewable energy unit is
shown in Figure 1.

2 ACTIVE-SUPPORT CONTROL

2.1 Standard Third-Order Model of
Synchronous Generator
In order to make the renewable energy generation VSCs
have the characteristics of frequency and voltage regulation of
synchronous generators, a standard third-order model of the
synchronous generators is established according to the second-
order rotator motion equation and first-order transient potential
equation of the synchronous generators.

Compared with the traditional PLL phase-locked loop control
strategy, the third-order model of the synchronous generator
can produce a self-rotating angle, which does not depend on
the change of power grid angular speed. The power angle
step changes will not occur when the system is disturbed
by power, effectively increasing the autonomy and immunity
of the active support-controlled voltage source converter. The
standard third-order model of the synchronizer is shown in
Eq. 1:

{{{{
{{{{
{

Mdω
dt = Pm − Pe −DΔω

dδ
dt = ω0Δω

Td0
dE′q
dt = Eqe −E

′
q − id (xd − x

′
d)

(1)

where M is the virtual inertia; D is the damping coefficient; Δω
is the angular velocity deviation of the rotor movement; Pm is the
mechanical power;Pe is the electromagnetic power; δpower angle
of the generator; E′q is the transient electromotive force; id is the
straight axis current component; xd is the direct axis synchronous
reactance; x′d is the straight-axis transient reactance; Eqe is the no-
load electrodynamic force; T′d0 is the straight axis transient time
constant.

To ensure that the active support-controlled voltage source
converter can Safe and stable operation limits the current out

FIGURE 2 | Standard third-order model of the synchronous generator.

of limit behavior of the VSC during fault, so the virtual stator
winding link is introduced, and the expression is:

{
Edref = XqIq
Eqref = E

′
q −X
′
dId

(2)

where Edref is the direct axis voltage reference value; Eqref is the
reference value for cross-axis voltage; X′d is the straight axis
transient reactance; Xq is the coaxial synchronous reactance; and
iq is the cross-axis current component.

The control block diagram of the synchronous standard third-
order model is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 Design of Speed Controller
The renewable energy units which used the active-support
control can simulate the static frequency characteristics of the
synchronous generators and achieve automatic allocation of
unbalanced power amongmultiplemachines in system frequency
modulation, that is:

Pm − P0 = Km (fmeas − fref ) (3)

where fref is the frequency reference value; Pm is the power
reference value; P0 is the active power output of the renewable
energy unit; fmeas is the measured frequency; and Km is the droop
coefficient of P− f.

The control block diagram of the governor is shown in
Figure 3.

2.3 Design of Excitation Controller
The active-support control voltage source converter excitation
regulator can automatically adjust the port voltage of the

FIGURE 3 | The block of speed controller.
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FIGURE 4 | The block of excitation controller.

generator when an unbalanced power impact occurs in the
system. In case of unbalanced power impact on the system,
the active-support control voltage source converter excitation
regulator can automatically adjust the port voltage of the
generator, effectively improving the dynamic voltage stability
of the system. At the same time, it can be simplified as the
first-order inertial link with the voltage deviation as the input
signal.

The expression is:

(Umeas −Uref ) ×
Ke

1+Tes
= ΔEf (4)

where Umeas is the active-support controlled voltage source
converter outlet voltage; Uref is the voltage reference value; and
ΔEf is the excitation voltage deviation.The control block diagram
of the governor is shown in Figure 4.

3 IMPROVED VIRTUAL DAMPING
CONTROL

The excitation part of the traditional Virtual Synchronous
Generator (VSG) control uses the reactive power-voltage droop
link, which can meet the voltage regulation requirements
when the system has small disturbance, but when the system
voltage drops greatly, the simple reactive power-voltage droop
link cannot face the system voltage regulation requirements.
Therefore, this article adds an improved virtual reactance based
on the third-order model of the synchronous generator, which
can enhance the reactive power support capacity of the new
energy system and improve the low-voltage ride through capacity
in case of fault. At the same time, when the system voltage drop
is light, the renewable energy unit can produce active power as
much as possible.

The improved virtual impedance model is as follows:

Zf = {
0 Ig ≤ 1
|Zf | [1− e−(t−tc)/ts] Kon ≥ 2

(5)

where Zf is the parameter of virtual impedance determined by
calculation under different degrees of three-phase symmetric
faults; Ig is the output current of the renewable energy unit; Kon
is the virtual impedance triggered on factor; t is the current
time; ts is the transient time adjustment factor from 0 to
the maximum of the virtual impedance; and tc is the time
when the measured instantaneous peak current exceeds the
threshold.

At the moment of system failure, the output current of
renewable energy unit jumps due to different degrees of voltage

drop. On one hand, the output current of the renewable energy
unit is less than 1 p.u.,which is the rated value of the output
current under the standard unitary value. This moment, the
virtual impedance does not start. On the other hand, the current
value of these units is too large, which means that the current at
this time has been converted into the form of impulse current,
and the virtual impedance is introduced into the active support
control strategy during the fault period. If the current value
of dq axis is directly multiplied by the proportional coefficient,
its value will produce an instantaneous impact in the voltage
loop. To reduce these effects, the exponential adjustment factor
named −(t− tc)/ts is set so that the virtual impedance value can
quickly and smoothly reach the corresponding maximum virtual
impedance value, which has the effect of steadily limiting the
current while improving the reactive power output capacity of
new energy units during failure.

Now we have a virtual impedance, but we need to know
how the renewable energy unit can use it. Therefore, the
virtual impedance triggered on factor Kon is introduced to
determine whether a renewable energy unit enters the emergency
voltage control mode or not. The virtual impedance trigger
opening factor Kon is mainly determined by three parts. The
first part is the size of the voltage U∗g at the grid-connection
point of the renewable energy unit to determine the KU
factor:

KU = {
1 U∗g ≤ 0.9
0 U∗g > 0.9

(6)

The second part is to determine the size of the KI factor by
the current scalar unitary I∗g output from the inverter of the new
energy unit:

KI = {
1 I∗g ≥ Igmax
0 I∗g < Igmax

(7)

where Igmax is the maximum current allowed by the inverters of
new energy units. Generally, it is between 1.1–1.5 p.u.This article
takes 1.2 p.u. as the reference. The third part is mainly to solve
how to distinguish whether the system is in a failure state when
the new energy unit is not full-blown or the influence of the
failure is slight. The third part is the ratio of the output current
of the new energy unit inverters before and after the failure to
determine the size of KΔI:

KΔI =
{{{
{{{
{

1
Ig (t+)
Ig (t−)
≥ 1.5

0
Ig (t+)
Ig (t−)
< 1.5

(8)

From the Formulae 6–8, the virtual impedance trigger switch
coefficient Kon is:

Kon = KU +KI +KΔI (9)

As shown in Figure 5, the renewable energy unit first
identifies whether the virtual impedance triggered opening factor
Kon is greater than or equal to 2. If it is greater than or
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FIGURE 5 | Flow chart of fault discrimination.

equal to 2, the renewable energy unit enters the emergency
voltage control mode and puts into the virtual impedance
control link. To determine if the output current is greater
than 1 p.u. in the KU process, and if the output current is
greater than 1 p.u., the stable operation of the renewable energy
unit in the low voltage traversal state is maintained. If the
output current is less than 1 p.u., the renewable energy unit
is released from the emergency voltage control mode, and the
improved virtual damping control strategy is withdrawn from the
operation.

4 ADDITIONAL VIRTUAL DUAL POWER
SYSTEM STABILIZER METHOD

A virtual dual PSS method is presented to solve the power
oscillation caused by the negative damped torque of the system.
That is, the virtual excitation PSS and the virtual power angle PSS
work together to further improve the damping characteristics of
the system.

4.1 Hfron-Phillips Model of Active Support
Controlled Voltage Source Converter
Assuming that the speed regulator does not participate in the
operation, ignoring the effect of distributed capacitance on the
line and line loss, the grid-connected voltage of the active support
controlled voltage source converter is infinite system voltage

FIGURE 6 | Grid-connected Heffron–Phillips model of voltage governor.

FIGURE 7 | Additional virtual excitation PSS control block diagram.

U = U g∠0° degrees. The Heffron– -Phillips model for a single
machine infinite system is established as follows:

{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{
{

Δ ̇δ = ω0Δω
Δω̇ = 1

M (−K1Δδ −K2ΔE′q −DΔω)
Δ ̇E′q =

1
T′d0
(−K4Δδ −K3ΔE′q +ΔE

′
f )

Δ ̇E′f = −
1
Te

ΔE′f −
Ke
Te
(K5Δδ +K6ΔE′q)

(10)

where K1∼K6 is the coefficients of the parameters related to the
system structure and the static operating point.

This article mainly analyses the suppression methods
of ACVSC (Active Support Controlled Voltage Source
Converter) grid-connected electro-mechanical oscillation,
without considering the influence of source-end characteristics
and inverter element characteristics. Based on Formula 10, a
Heffron–Phillips model of the active support control voltage
source converter grid-connected system is obtained as shown in
Figure 6.

4.2 Design Method of Virtual Excitation
Power System Stabilizer
Additional PSS can select the angular speed deviation, frequency
deviation, and power deviation of the rotor as input signals. In
this article, angular velocity deviation is taken as input signal for
the analysis. Figure 7 shows the additional virtual excitation PSS
control block diagram.
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FIGURE 8 | Virtual excitation PSS compensation torque vector diagram.

As shown in Figure 7, the electromagnetic torques supplied
by the additional virtual excitation PSS to the electromechanical
oscillation circuit are:

ΔTupss =
(1+Tes)K2Kupss

(1+Tes)(K3 +T
′
dos) +K6Ke

Δω (11)

By substituting the Laplacian operator s = jΩ and Δω = jΩΔδ
for the previous formula, we can get:

ΔTipss =
(1+ jΩTe)K2Kipss

(1+ jΩTe)(K3 + jΩT′d0) +K6Ke
jΩΔδ (12)

Because the Te parameter of the exciter is very small and the
transient time constant T′d0 is generally large, the torque vector
graph shown in Figure 8 can be drawn from the Formula 12.
Where A is the phase of the denominator with Fupss(s)Δδ; B is the
global phase of the Fupss(s)Δδ; and C is the phase of the reciprocal
denominator with Fupss(s)Δδ.

As shown in Figure 8, ΔTupss, additional torque, make vertical
lines to the horizontal and vertical axis of Δω−Δδ in the first
quadrant, which can be decomposed into the overlay of two
orthogonal vectors, whereDepss > 0, a positive additional damping
moment can be provided to improve the damping characteristics
of the system.

4.3 Design Method of Virtual Power Angle
Power System Stabilizer
On the basis of virtual excitation PSS, this section puts forward
themethod of adding virtual power angle PSS. Due to the flexible
configuration of power electronic equipment, virtual power angle
PSS can divide the deviation of rotor angular velocity Δω into
virtual power angles Δδ, which greatly improves the adjustment
accuracy of the system. Figure 9 shows an additional virtual
power angle PSS control block diagram.

As can be seen from Figure 9, the variation Δδ of the rotor
motion angle consists of two parts. One part is obtained by
integrating the angular velocity deviation Δω of the rotor, the
other part is generated by the additional virtual power angle PSS
link with gain factor KPss. The damping torque contributed by
the additional virtual power angle PSS to the electromechanical
oscillation circuit is divided into two parts, that is, ΔT′δpss =

FIGURE 9 | Additional virtual power angle PSS control block diagram.

FIGURE 10 | Virtual power angle PSS compensation torque vector diagram.

K1Δδpss for K1 and ΔT′′δpss for K5. The expression is as follows:

ΔT′′ϕpss =
−K2K5KeKδpss

(1+ jΩTe)(K3 + jΩT′db) +K6Ke
jΩΔδ (13)

The total damping torque contributed by Virtual Power Angle
PSS to electromechanical oscillation circuit ΔTδPSS is:

ΔTδpss = ΔT
′
δpss +ΔT

′′
δpss

=
−K2K5KeKδpss

(1+Tes)(K3 +T
′
dos) +K6Ke

Δω+K1KδpssΔω
(14)

Based on Formula 14, a compensating torque vector graph
as shown in Figure 10 can be drawn, where A is the phase
of Fupss(s)Δδ denominator, B is the overall phase of Fupss(s)Δδ
fraction. Like the virtual excitation PSS, the additional virtual
power angle PSS can also provide a positive additional damping
torque to the system.

In summary, both the virtual excitation PSS and virtual power
angle PSS have the effect of damping torque contributing to
the electromechanical oscillation circuit of the system. Both the
virtual excitation PSS and virtual power angle PSS take the
angular velocity deviation of the rotor as input signals. The rotor
angular velocity deviation is zero at a steady state and only plays
a role in the dynamic process of the system. When the virtual
excitation PSS and the virtual power angle PSS work together,
not only will they not affect the stable operation of the original
system, but also will further optimize and improve the dynamic
damping performance of the system.
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FIGURE 11 | Simulation model diagram of the two machine system.

FIGURE 12 | Active power output of new energy unit during sudden
increase of active load.

5 SIMULATION

5.1 Simulation Comparison of Traditional
VSG Control and Active-Support Control
A two-machine system is built in the DigSILENT/PowerFactory
simulation software. As shown in Figure 11, one of them is a
200 MW new energy unit with an active-support control, which
has a virtual inertia factorH = 8 and a damping factorD = 3.The
other 200 MW synchronous unit analyses the support capability
of the two control strategies under active and reactive load
disturbances. The validity of active support control strategy is
verified by the comparative analysis. When the two-machine
system runs to 301 s, a 25 MW active surge in the system load
occurs. Figure 12 shows the active output curve of the active-
support renewable energy unit when the active load increases
suddenly.

The active power output of the renewable energy unit
controlled by the V–Q droop voltage gradually increases from
58.36 to 73.56 MW when the load increases dramatically. But
with the control of the active-support, it gradually increases from
58.36 to 78.64 MW.

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 13, the output reactive
power of the renewable energy unit controlled by V–Q droop
voltage gradually increases from 13.20 to 18.70 MVar during the
reactive power surge of the load. The active power output of the
renewable energy unit under the active-support control gradually
increases from 13.20 to 23.86 MVar. It is not difficult to analyze
that when the active load of the active-support renewable energy
unit suddenly increases in the two-machine system, it bears more
active load increase which not only meets the active demand
of the system, but also indirectly meets the reactive demand
of the system. The active-support renewable energy unit have

FIGURE 13 | Reactive power output diagram of the new energy unit during
sudden increase of active load.

FIGURE 14 | Voltage of new energy unit paralleling network point when the
active load increases suddenly.

significantly improved the active and reactive support capabilities
in the system, and improved the system stability.

Figure 14 shows the voltage of the grid-connected point of a
permanentmagnet wind generatorwhen the active load increases
sharply.The voltage at the grid connection point of the renewable
energy unit controlled by the V–Q droop voltage regulation
gradually drops from1 to 0.9767 p.u. when the active power surge
occurs, and then remains stable. The grid-connected voltage
of the renewable energy unit under the active-support control
stabilizes rapidly to 1 p.u. after short-amplitude oscillation, which
ensures that the grid-connected voltage remains stable at the
reference value. It shows that the renewable energy unit under
the active-support control has better voltage regulation capability
than the V–Q droop voltage control. In the case of active load
disturbance, it has faster andmore stable voltage support capacity
and shorter voltage regulation time.

5.2 Reactive Power and Voltage Support
Capability of Virtual Impedance Control
Area Grid
A typical IEEE Four-Machine-Two-Area System is built for
analysis and validation. The structure of the system is shown
in Figure 15. The system consists of two areas, the left area S
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FIGURE 15 | Four-machine two-zone system topology diagram.

FIGURE 16 | Comparison diagram of voltage change at coupling point in four-machine two-area system.

FIGURE 17 | Change of output reactive power output of each unit in four-unit two-area system.
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FIGURE 18 | Active power output diagram of active-support controlled voltage source converter.

and the right area A. Each of these areas has two generators
nominally designated as 900 MVA. Generator 2 is replaced by the
equal capacity active-support controlled voltage source converter.
The two areas are electrically connected through 220 km double-
circuit lines, each with a fixed load. Under the basic steady-state
operation, the transmission power between the two regions is
400 MW.

To verify the reactive power and voltage support of the active-
support renewable energy unit with virtual reactance control
strategy in a regional power network in case of symmetric failure
of the system, three-phase short circuit fault at node 8 between
area S and area A were set up. The grounding reactance Lf is
10 Ω, and the Xfd in the active-support renewable energy unit
is 0.037 p.u., aiming at the compared reactive power support
capacity of area S and area A.

Compare the voltage values of 6 and 10nodes inFigure 16. It is
found that the voltage drop at 6 nodes of area S (containing active-
support renewable energy unit) is significantly smaller than that

at 10 nodes of area A coupling point. This indicates that area S
has stronger reactive power support capability during the low
voltage traversal, resulting in higher voltage values during failure.
Area S is less affected by the fault and has strong anti-interference
ability.

From Figure 17, it can be seen that G2 in area S assumes
more reactive power, while G3 and G4 in area A assume similar
reactive power because the system does not apply control strategy
to the traditional synchronous generator. Therefore, on the
basis of improving the regulation flexibility of the traditional
synchronous generators and the continuous improvement of
new energy grid connection scale, the system should make
more use of the fast reactive power support capacity of active-
support new energy units in the region during the fault. The
voltage drop of each node in the guarantee area shall be
minimized, and the synchronous generator in the area shall
ensure the partial load operation in the system as much as
possible.

FIGURE 19 | Rotor angular velocity deviation of active-support controlled voltage source converter.
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FIGURE 20 | Power and relative rotor angle oscillation characteristics of generators G1 and G4.

FIGURE 21 | The system oscillation characteristics.

5.3 Output Power of Additional Virtual Dual
Power System Stabilizer Control Area Grid

5.3.1 Suppression Effect of Each Control Oscillation
Under Small Disturbance
At t = 300 s, Load 1 in area S in Figure 15 sets a 10 percent
load increase event. The output power of the active-support
controlled voltage source converter is compared under four
working conditions: no PSS, virtual excitation PSS, virtual power
angle PSS, and virtual dual PSS.Figure 18 shows the output active

power diagram of the active-support controlled voltage source
converter.

From the analysis in Figure 18, it can be seen that the output
power of the active-support controlled voltage source converter
is obviously compared under four working conditions.When PSS
is not configured, the system’s damping performance is weakened
due to the negative damping torque caused by the introduction
of excitation link, and the output power oscillation of the active-
support controlled voltage source converter is large. However,
the effect of virtual excitation PSS with a single configuration
is limited. After the virtual double PSS is added, the oscillation
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amplitude of the output power of the active-support controlled
voltage source converter is further suppressed, and the time
to reach a steady state output is shorter, and the damping
performance of the system is further improved. Rotor angular
velocity deviation under four operating conditions is shown in
Figure 19.

As can be seen from Figure 19, under the conditions of virtual
power angle PSS and virtual dual PSS, the deviation of the rotor
angular velocity Δω will return to zero approximately after 200 s
of disturbance. However, the angular velocity deviation between
the PSS without configuration and the PSS with virtual excitation
takes a long time to recover and shows a reduced amplitude
oscillation state. When the angular velocity deviation of the
rotator is restored to zero, the additional feedback signal from the
dual PSS output is zero, and the damping torque provided to the
electromechanical oscillation circuit is also zero. Therefore, the
selection of angular velocity deviation of the rotor as the input
signal of PSS will only play a role in the oscillation dynamic
process of the system, and will not affect the stable operation of
the original system. The oscillation characteristics of generator
G1 and G4 under different operating conditions are shown in
Figure 20.

Generator G3 was set as the reference generator, each
generator unit takes into account the role of the speed
regulator, and each synchronizer automatically allocates the
unbalanced power during load disturbance. As can be seen from
Figures 20A,C, the oscillation amplitude of power decreases
significantly after the additional virtual excitation PSS or
additional virtual power angle PSS. From Figures 20B,D, it can
be seen that the maximum offset and oscillation amplitude of
generator G1 and G4 relative to the rotor angle of the reference
motor will also be reduced, which reduces the power oscillation
on the transmission lines between the regions of the system. The
system frequency oscillation characteristics under four different
operating conditions are shown in Figure 21.

As can be seen from Figure 21, the virtual dual PSS
configuration reduces the maximum depth of system frequency
and the dropping rate is smaller than that of the virtual power
angle PSS configuration. Under the conditions of virtual power
angle PSS and virtual dual PSS, the system frequency restores to
a stable state approximately 220 s after system power disturbance
which effectively shortens the frequency adjustment time and has
a better characteristic of damping the frequency oscillation of the
system. PSS not configured and virtual excitation PSS configured
continue to exhibit reduced amplitude oscillation, but the effect
of damping oscillation with the virtual excitation PSS is better
than that without PSS configured. In summary, the virtual dual
PSS will effectively improve the frequency stability of the system
after the disturbance under the interaction of power angle PSS
and excitation PSS.

5.3.2 Double Power System Stabilizer Oscillation
Suppression Effect in Failure State
When t = 300 s, three-phase short-circuit fault is set at node 8
between area S and area A, and run to 300.6 s fault removal is
performed to compare the effect of virtual double PSS oscillation
suppression. The simulation results are as follows:

FIGURE 22 | Active power output diagram of active-support controlled
voltage source converter under the fault state.

FIGURE 23 | Output reactive power diagram of active-support controlled
voltage source converter under the fault state.

FIGURE 24 | Output current diagram of active-support controlled voltage
source converter under the fault state.
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FIGURE 25 | Port voltage diagram of active-support controlled voltage
source converter under the fault state.

The output active and reactive power of the new energy unit
under the virtual double PSS condition during the fault period are
compared. As shown in Figures 22, 23, the virtual dual PSS can
still suppress power oscillation and improve the recovery speed
of the active and reactive power after a fault. This conclusion is
consistent with the system perturbation.

It can be seen from Figures 24, 25 that the current and voltage
oscillations can be suppressed by configuring the dual PSS during
a fault. This improves the recovery speed of the output current
and port voltage of the active-support controlled new energy
unit, and improves the antidisturbance ability of the system. The
simulation verifies the validity of the virtual dual PSS method.

6 CONCLUSION

(1) This article presents an active-support control strategy
based on a third-order model. By introducing the first-
order transient voltage equation, the renewable energy
unit is equivalent to a synchronous voltage source with
the excitation control and speed control, which improve
the frequency modulation capability and voltage support
capability of the new energy system.

(2) In addition, in order to improve the low voltage traversal
capability of the new energy units, an improved virtual

impedance control strategy is presented. The short-
circuit output current is limited by switching the virtual
impedance, and the reactive power support capability
during the fault is improved. It can also improve the low-
voltage ride by the capacity of regional power grid to a
certain extent.

(3) The problem of power oscillation during the grid
connection of actively supported new energy units is
studied. Through the analysis of damping torque method,
the additional virtual excitation PSS and the virtual power
angle PSS can contribute a certain damping torque to
the electromechanical oscillation circuit of the system. By
comparing the oscillation behavior of the system under four
working conditions, it can be obtained that the configuring
virtual double PSS can better compensate the negative
damping torque of the system and thus better suppress
the system oscillation.
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